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A.A Synthesis

During maintaining the equipment, must notice the prevention measures about security. It is the most

important that maintenance personnel must notice the labels about warning and prevention to avoid themselves,

others and equipment damaging. Operator must follow the maintenance procedures to ensure the safe

operation.

Warning

Without any permission of the manufacturer and a reliable authority organization, any modification to

the machines is an action of violation security.

During maintaining the machine, can find a clear description of the prevention in the appropriate location of

the manual.

Above all, should consider your and other’s safety when maintaining the equipment. Know always the

probable weight of parts and don’t try to transit any heavy objects without the help of mechanical equipments.

Don’t put any heavy objects to the instable location.

Warning: Because manufacturers can not directly control this part of the inspection, the operator

should be responsible for the field of security in person.

A.B The safety of the hydraulic system

Should notice the pressure of the hydraulic system has a potential high-risk. Firstly, should release the system

pressure when disassembling any system components. Secondly, should avoid any impurities entering the

system. Otherwise they will influence the normal operation of the system.

A.C Maintenance

Warning: If you don’t observe the following safety measures, will result in the machine damaging,

personal injury or death, which are insecure.

Comply with all the warning and notice in the machine and the manual.

Can not operate the machine until removing all the obstacles and non-staff.

When people adjusting, lubricating and doing other maintenance work, the machine must park in

accordance with the requirements and flameout.

When the Staff replacing hydraulic components, pressure should be released firstly.

Insure all the equipment and attachments are installed in a right location.

B．Product Synopsis
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ZWY-100/45L Mucking Loader mainly are applied to the construction of railway tunnels, road tunnels,

diversion tunnels, drivage in a level lane in the mines, loading some ores including phosphor ores, iron ores,

manganese ores etc. It is applicable to cross-section o beyond the 2.5.× 2.5m. Its character is big power, rapid

loading, simple and compact structure, humanized design, easy maintenance, the overall body with carbon

dioxide protection welding etc. All the hydraulic and electrical parts used in the machine are famous quality

products with reliable performance.

For designing and manufacturing the machine, the company organizes the best engineering technicians and

workers to spend many years in seeing and researching on the spot. The optimal design of computer is applied

to the machine. In order to make products user-friendly, there is not only an air-cooled hydraulic system but

also a seat and a cab. There are some alarm systems including itinerary and oil temperature beyond the limit,

oil circuit plugged and motor over the load etc too. It is easy to use and maintain the machine, which has a

reliable performance and high cost-effective identity. The company has tested the machines in the field for

more than a year and has further improved the structure and performance according to the use condition. It is

selected above all for driving in a level lane or with slope. You will save a lot of human and financial resources

once you have the machine.

The specification introduces in detail the method of use, maintenance and adjustment about ZWY-100/45L

Mucking Loader . Meantime, some structures and working principle are introduced too. We hope the operator

and the maintaining personnel can use rightly and maintain in time in accordance with the requirements of the

manual to extend the life of the machine. Since the machines ZWY-100/45L were put into market, the

recognition and praise of the majority users have been received. With the development of science and

technology and the demand of the users, company continues to improve and perfect the configuration of

products. We all the time believe that there is no the best but better. All staff in Siton will provide customers

the best products and satisfactory services.

The execution standard of the ZWY-100/45L crawler mucking loader is JB/T 5503—2004 “claw

excavator loader” and Q/XT 29—2012 coal mining mucking loader.

C．Friendly Hint

Except republishing and amending, the content and the actual structure, some parameters and actual

parameters in the manual may have some differences. Please the majority of users affirm the model of machine

and the date of purchase during maintenance. Please the majority of users understand respectfully.

The following reasons for the damage do not belong to the list of cost-free repair:

1．Without the agreement of our company, modify the product structure;

2．Enhance the system pressure without authorization, which leads to parts and components damaged;
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3．Use and maintenance are unreasonable and untimely to cause the failure;

4．Operation a faulty machine, man-made causes and force majeure factors result in damages;

5．The replacement of wearing parts.

D．Feedback List
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Factory number:
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Date of shipment:
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Section 1 Product Description

Usage and character

ZWY-100/45L Mucking Loader(explosion proof) is an efficient mine equipment of consecutive production.

Mainly, it is used to construction of railroad tunnels, drivage in a level lane or with slope in the mines, loading

operation of diversion tunnels and national defense holes. It can be used to laneway upon 2.5X2.5 meter. The

best work condition of the machine is the material rigidity less than or equal to 12, the material dimension less

than or equal to 450mm.

The machine puts rock into the transportation machine by crawler pushing. The transportation machine put

rock into unload-self bus or shuttle tramcar from rear. Meantime, it snatches at the far rock by the reverse

excavation arm and clears working face by the bucket.

The machine adopts entirely the hydraulic drive by electric control. The configuration is compact, propulsion

power is big and the extension of snatching is wide. It can load rocks in a complete cross-section and not

remain dead angle. It doesn’t need clear the working face by man assistant.

The main act of the machine is controlled by the pilot valve. Operation is easy and work is calm and not

impact. Capability is credible and maintain is facility. The machine has a fine humanism design because it has

hydraulic system with wind cool, seat, cab, electric adding oil and has alarm system about journey beyond

limit, oil temperature beyond height, oil route blocked, motor beyond load. These can alleviate the worker’s

labor intensity. The machine is safe, easy and comfortable when the driver operates it.

Model illumination

Z W Y — 100

Loading ability: unit（m3/h)

hydraulic

Loading way excavation

Coal mine use
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Main technique parameter

Notice: these parameters only are referenced and there are some differences between them and fact.

Main Overall Dimension
Item ZWY-100/45L
Crawler contacting ground length 2407mm
Crawler inner width 941 mm (variable)
Crawler plate width 350/450 mm
Ground clearance 310 mm (variable)
Max.rock size 580*710 mm

Dimensions during transport
Length 8100 mm
Width 1690 mm
Height 2100 mm

Dimensions during operating
Length 9700 mm
Width 1690 mm
Height 2310 mm

Working Sketch

Working Range
Item ZWY-100/45L
A Digging width 5300 mm
B Digging distance(from dozer blade） 1970 mm
C Digging height 2940 mm
D Digging depth below ground level 540 mm
E Dumping height 1760 mm (variable)
F Minimum dumping height 1480 mm (variable)
G Dumping distance 1700 mm (variable)
H Max. boom angle ±55°

Adaptive tunnel dimension
(Width × Height)

≥2.5×2.5 m

Functional Parameters
ZWY-100/45L

Loading ability 100 m3/h
General power 45 kw
Weight 12200 kg
Traveling speed 0.9kw/H
Scraper chain Single chain single motor
Adaptive tunnel slope ≤32°
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Minimum turning radius ≥5.5m
Ground pressure ≤0.1 Mpa
Steering Hydraulic
Speed of scraper chain 30m/min
Volume of hydraulic tank 240L
Maximum working pressure 32 Mpa
Hydraulic pump Plunger pump×2 + gear pump×1
Walking hydraulic motor Radial plunger motor×2
Conveyor hydraulic motor Radial plunger motor×1

Items Breaking hammer

Weight 120KG

Working pressure 13Mpa

Attack speed 600-100BPM

Dia. Of rod 53mm

Dimension(Length/Width) 1230mm/220mm

Fourth, Main structure and work theory

ZWY-100/45L mucking loader is consist of the reverse excavation organization, transportation groove, crawler

stepping assembly, frame assembly, hydraulic operation system, cab, electrical system etc.

1．The reverse excavation mechanism

The reverse excavation organization is consist of turning oil cylinder, big arm, big arm oil cylinder, small arm,

small arm oil cylinder, bucket, bucket oil cylinder, chain frame etc. Controlling the extension and contraction

of the turning oil cylinder can make the big arm turn left and right. Controlling the extension and contraction

of the big arm oil cylinder can make the arm work up and down. Controlling the extension and contraction of

the small arm oil cylinder can make the small arm act forward and backward. Controlling the extension and

contraction of the bucket oil cylinder can make the bucket to muck rock material. Teeth assembled on the

bucket can be replaced after wear and tear.

In the tunnel construction, if there is impact to loose the oil and break the big rock material, the hammer

is optional. The hammer can be replace with bucket manually. Connect the oil well after replacing the hammer,

and let the oil pass, then it can break rock material.
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Picture 1-1 the reverse excavation mechanism sketch map

2．Transportation groove mechanism

Transportation groove mainly consists of transportation groove, convey lifting cylinder, main transmission part,

scraping plate chain, drive wheel, driven wheels, and conveyor hydraulic motor etc. The trough body is lined

with imported wear-resistance steel, scraper and drive(driven) wheels is made from high strength

wear-resisting alloy steel. Controlling the extension and contraction of the lifting cylinder can make

transportation groove up and down to suffice the walking and working respectively. Starting up hydraulic

motor, which is installed in the main transmission part, can transport material rocks from front to rear and

uninstall them by driving the scraping plate chain. In normal working condition ,the motor for the trough can

not be reversal.

Picture 1-2 transportation groove mechanism sketch map

3．Crawler walking assembly

Crawler walking assembly is mainly consist of crawler body, driving chain wheel, pilot wheel, brace wheel,

brace board, crawler plate, buffer spring, tension oil cylinder, walking deceleration box and walking hydraulic

motor etc. Its functions comprise walking and fetching material rocks. The starting hydraulic motor drives

Conveyor trough

Conveyor trough lifting cylinder

Drive parts

Driven parts
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chain wheel to bring crawler working by walking deceleration box. Pilot wheel, brace wheel and chain rail

node lead crawler to work correctly and avoid it sliding away from transverse direction.

Picture 1-3 crawler walking assembly sketch map

Brace wheels’ functions are not only to transfer the weight to crawler and lead the body to move along the rail

nodes, but also to hold the crawlers to avoid sliding away from transverse direction. Brace wheels compel

crawlers sliding transversely on the ground when turning. The brace board holds the weight of the crawler top

and does not let it droop much. The buffer spring can decrease the stroke which is received by the crawler. The

tension oil cylinder makes crawler having an appropriate force. If the crawler is too tight, impelling resistance

will be increased and the crawler will be wear and tear fast and have a shorter life. If the crawler is too loose, it

will be easier to fall off.

4．Machine body assembly

The main body connects all the major components together and provides driving room and hydraulic

controlling installation space. Crawler body and machine body are connected by high strength bolts and flat

key and can also be uninstalled.There are oil box,electric motor,pump,radiator,electric control boxes,seat and

driving room on both sides.There is also traction rod at the bottom.
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Picture 1-4 Main body sketch map

5．Electric motor and pump group

Electric motor and pump group is consisted of electric motor, double plunger pump, double gear pump

and Coupling. One of the Gear pump with large displacement is the power source of radiator motor, The other

with small displacement is for the Pilot.Double plunger pump is power source of The reverse excavation

organization, belt conveying and crawler walking.

Picture 1-5 Electric motor and oil pump assembly

6．Hydraulic operation system

Hydraulic operation system is mainly consist of two five-join selection valve（ conveyor trough, conveyor

Duplex gear pump Duplex plunger pump

coupling

Electric motor

Oil absorbing pipe
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trough lifting, hammer, left walk and extra) ( big arm ,small arm, bucket, rotating, right walk)(please see 1-6

five join selection valve), one-way valve, pressure release valve, hydraulic pump,cylinder,hydraulic motor,oil

absorbing filter, oil return filter,oil air cooling device, pressure testing device and manual pilot valve, pedal

duplex pilot valve, pedal single chain pilot valve etc hydraulic components.

The upon components are connected by oil pipes. These are all nine main oil route including big arm, small

arm, rotation, bucket, hammer, left traveling , right traveling, conveying motor, lifting groove. These are all six

pilot control oil route including big arm hydraulic control, small arm hydraulic control, bucket hydraulic

control, rotating hydraulic control, left traveling hydraulic control, right traveling hydraulic control. The big

arm, the rotation, the small arm, the bucket are controlled together by the two manual pilot valves. The left

traveling and the right traveling are controlled by the two pedal duplex pilot valves. The hammer is operated

by pedal pilot valve. Other action is controlled by the manual direction valve.

Notice: hydraulic system schematic diagram can be seen at figure 1.

Relief valves

Main relief valves are to protect associated systems and components against overloading pressure.

overloading pressure can be developed when a cylinder reaches its limit of travel and the flow of pressurized

fluid continues from the system control. The relief valve provides an alternate path for the hydraulic oil from

the pump, thus preventing the rupture of cylinders, hydraulic lines and other equipment. Complete failure of

the system pump is also avoided by relieving oil-way pressure. The relief valve is installed between the pump

output and direction valve, generally as an important component of the system valve assembly. Relief

pressures are set slightly higher than the load requirement and the valve diverts excess oil back to the reservoir

when operating pressure of the component is reached

b.Cooling method

The system uses a fan to cool the hydraulic system. Its traits include simple structure, small size, light weight,
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small thermal resistance, convenient use and installation, higher scattering thermal efficiency. Water method

can be specially designed according to requirement . (picture 1-7)Normally,the electric motor is explosion

proof type.The rotation direction depends on the fan blades.

Picture 1-7 Fan Cooling

When the fan blows to the radiator, then it's the right running direction.

Control of hammer(optional)

1--Pedal pilot valve

2--pressure release valve

The impact of the hammer is controlled by pedal pilot valve. Because the output volume of pump is much

larger than the working requirement of hammer, so the pilot oil from the pedal valve minus the action of five

From pilot

De-Five join hammer valve block

De plunger pump
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join valve block, the other oil route reduce to about the pressure 0.8Mpa,to go to the control point of the

plunger pump.To reduce the output volume of the plunger pump.

The use of hammer

While meeting the following requirement, the damage can be avoid meanwhile it arrive at the best use result.

--To prevent damaging the hammer and working mechanism , it is a must to comply with the requirement of

operation manual of hammer.

--The impact of hammer can only be realized through the forward hydraulic cylinder (stroke), but can not

through other cylinder. Which can prevent the hammer and working mechanism from the action of force.

--It is forbidden that the hammer is used for scaling the rock material and clear the rock material.

--It is required to inspect the wearing situation and loosen of the bit sleeve of bit of the hammer. If the sleeve is

worn out, the danger of the bit sleeve being broken will be bigger.

--Besides, While contacting with the unevenness bits, the damage of bits being broken is much bigger.

Safety specification:

This safety specification is applied to all devices to which the energy is passed to via impact piston. If it can be

be done properly, Those energy for breaking rock material or other similar body will have danger. So it is a

must to comply with following regulation:

-Whenever the hydraulic connection is not cut of, the hammer, no mater in what way it is, it can not be put on

the foot of operation or against the body of operation. All kind of hammer can not be aimed at people.

-The inverted parts or the impact surface of hammer is worn or damaged, it can not be used.

-The hammer which is not locked is forbidden to use.

-The hammer can not only use the specified soft pipe (according to installation manual). The unqualified soft

pipe or not correct rated pressure soft pipe, it will cause the accident to happen.

--It is a must to comply with accident prevention regulations of the construction engineering.

--Before using the hammer, the following requirement must be met:

The operator must learn about the safety specification, and he must be familiar with the handling of the

hammer.

-While operator operates the hammer, he must wear hearing protection device.

While disassemble the hammer, It is must to stop the pipe, the assembled cut-off valve must be closed, so it

will reduce the pollution and leakage of hydraulic oil at the great extent.

The operation manual of hammer supplied by manufacture of hammer describes the right usage way. This

manual should be put in the driving cab. Significantly, Only use the original hammer, the safety operation
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can be guaranteed.

7．Electrical system

Summarize

（1）Altitude is ≤1000m.

（2）Ambient temperature is -5~40℃.

（3）there is no corrosive metal, gas which can destroy insulation, conductive dust in the surrounding media.

（4）These localities can prevent liquid and water immersing.

（5）Phase sequence: connecting every time, must check phase sequence whether right or not. Observe the fan

rotation direction whether right or not by jogging the motor. If the rotation direction is wrong, stop at once

and change the electrical source phase sequence to avoid damaging oil pump.

1) Explosion proof electric system

Electric system theory diagramme
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Section 2 Use and Operation

Preparing work before operation

1．Driver can operate the machine after educated, reading up the illumination book, knowing the configuration,

knowing the capability and work theory of the machine, acquainting the operation method and maintenance

technique of the machine, reciting the function and position of all buttons in button box, reciting the location

and function sketch map of the operation pole, checked to have an eligible condition.

2．check oil height and the normal oil height must lie between up limit and down limit. If oil is scarce, must

complement in time. Hydraulic oil （No.46 anti-wear hydraulic oil）and vessel must keep clear.

3．check all pins, tight parts, electric parts, wire and cable, hydraulic parts, hydraulic pipeline whether right or

not. If there is wrong, must repair in time.

4．sure that all operation handles are at the middle position.

Operation method

A .working with electric motor

1．Operation process

（ 1）Open the electric controlling box and look for the power

switch like picture 2-1

(2)Start the electric motor

.

Explosion proof: Put down “starting”（green）button to begin operating; Put down “stopping”（red）

button to stop operating.

（3）If it is used first or after reconnecting wire, you must sure that the phase order is right. If the phase order

On

Off

Picture 2-1 Power Switch
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is wrong, stop at once and rectify the phase sequence.

（4）Then descend transportation groove to ground. The concrete operation can be understood through picture

2-2.

（5）Move the machine forward, then gather rock and make the ground even.

（6）Make the handle to the position where transportation groove is forward rotation direction after sure that

the reshipment vehicle have entered the unloading part of the machine.

（7）Operate the pilot valve to make arm up, boom out in turn and make bucket keep an linear position with

boom.（see picture 1-1）Then put down arm and return boom.（meantime make arm jiggle up and down）Finally

put rocks into transportation groove.（see picture 1-2）Turning arm can snatch rock in a bigger scope. Draw in

and draw out the bucket according to rocks far and near, which will make for snatching. The driver should not

move any one action to a limit position. Otherwise, that will lead to a bigger stroke and shorten the use life.

Meantime it should be avoided that often overfall of the safe valve will lead to the oil temperature too high.

Especially, should notice that the transportation groove can not be impacted straight by the bucket. Otherwise,

that will lead to the serious transmutation of the groove body.

8）Often be careful whether the scraping plate chain is normal or not when working. If the scraping plate chain

is locked, must stop transporting in time. If you don’t do that, oil temperature will increase fast and the

machine can not work normally. The resolving method is to put the transportation joy stick to the middle,

move it come-and-go quickly and impact the scraping plate fast in two directions. Then the fault can be

resolved. The transportation joy stick cannot stay at the reverse position when there are rocks in the

transportation groove. Otherwise, will be likely to break the chain or the scraping plate and affect the

production seriously.

(9) During walking, if braking is needed, please put the foot pilot valve in the middle position. If you need to

hold for a long time, please make the shovel plate suppress against the ground.
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Picture 2-2 operation sketch map
Notice: can adjust every operation function according to your own preferences.

(10) The traveling or backing up should start the electric bell as the alarm signal.

Electric bell button

Cylinder-theory of operation
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Cylinders are of the double acting type. A double acting cylinder is one that requires oil flow to operate the

cylinder rod in both directions. Pressure oil (by actuating the corresponding control valve to the piston side of

cylinder) forces the piston to travel toward the rod end of the barrel, extending the cylinder rod (piston is

attached rod). When the oil flow stopped, movement of the rod will stop. By pressure oil to the rod side of

cylinder, the piston will be forced in the opposite direction and the cylinder rod will retract.

2．Noticing the following proceedings

（1）To avoid accident appearing, when the machine works you must stop these man and equipment, which are

not asked, to come nearby.

（2）Must clean up the rigid things beyond 250mm when the machine walks.

（3）Must draw in and draw out the cable when the machine walks. To avoid other man falling down, must

keep them away near the cable. Prohibit pressing the cable.

（4）The machine must stay beyond 50m from the explosive position before the explosion/blasting.

（5）When the machine stopping, bucket and boom should best hold out to come up against the limiting block

lightly, arm should best descend to the position where teeth can come up against ground and transportation

groove should best descend to the lowest position.（see picture 2-3 the machine parking sketch map）The aim is

to make cylinder seal unload and to prolong the use life. Draw in the pushing plate to move easily.

Picture 2-3 the machine parking sketch map

(6) Best the machine goes backward when upgrades and goes forward when downgrades. This is in order to

make the transportation shovel plate stopping the machine.
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(7) To avoid the machine slipping, should put the triangle wood under the crawler when the machine stop on a

slope.

（8）Must turn off the power when the machine parks.

（9）If the machine stops working for more than 4 hours,the pump should run idle for 5-10 minutes,,then the

machine can work with pressure.

（10）When oil temperature in the oil box is low to 25℃ in winter, only let pump work without load or adopt

other methods that allow temperature rise. It can work with load when oil temperature achieves the allowable

movement conditions.

（11）Starting sequence:Start the main pump and fun motor,it can work after 10 seconds.

（12）The machine must stop and cool when oil temperature in the oil box achieves 65℃ or returning oil

temperature achieves 80℃.

（13）Proceedings noticed in the hydraulic system.

Oil must be replaced after 100 work hours or one month for the first time.

Oil must be replaced after 600 work hours or six months for the second time.

Oil must be replaced after 600 work hours or six months for the following every time.

Under no matter what conditions, oil should be replaced at least once a year.

Warning：if don’t replace hydraulic oil on schedule, user will be with responsibility for

the result. Our company will not take on the service charge.

Meantime, hydraulic filter must be cleaned and replaced. When oil route on the control box is blocked and the

light is light, should clean and replace the returning oil filter core, inhaling oil filter core. Both the returning oil

filter and the inhaling oil filter have a self-envelope valve and the oil in the oil box will not flow in reverse

direction when you remove their rear covers to take out the filter cores. It can avoid the pump inhaling air

when the filter cores are blocked because there is a side-pass valve. But they must be cleaned and replaced in

time. Otherwise the whole route will be polluted.

（14）The machine’s guarantee period is 3 months or 600 working hours. This time is counted from the

equipment installed and used by the first consumer. The equipment should not be installed in the field beyond

three months after the consignment. The machine must be checked and repaired after 100, 300, 600 work hours,

which can be done after these must be reported for the manufacturer in two weeks by a mission engineer.

Otherwise the guarantee will be stopped at once.

（15）The parts repaired in guarantee period don’t comprise general parts for example filters, filter cores,

lubricant, hydraulic oil or wearing parts.
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Adjusting method

1．Adjust the work pressure of the hydraulic system.

The pressure of safe valve of hydraulic system is second-grade control. Attention: If the configuration of

crawler traveling reduction box is different, the regulation pressure of all valves are different. While the

mucking loader is equipped with Korea TM22VC crawler traveling reduction box and Yining hydraulic

reduction box, the regulation way is as below.

1）Adjust the safe pressure of the pilot direction valve.

（1）Connect an pressure meter of 10 MPa to the measure connector of the export in the pilot pump.

(2) Moving the handle to the normal work position, adjust the pressure of the safe valve in the pilot direction

valve to 3.5Mpa and tighten it.

(3) Remove pressure meter and cover the connector.

2)Adjust the pressure of safe valve of radiator oil pump.

(1)Connect a pressure meter of 10Mpa to the measure connector of pilot valve point.

(2)Moving the handle to the normal work position, adjust the pressure of the safe valve in the pilot direction

valve to 5Mpa and tighten it.

(3) Remove pressure meter and cover the connector.

3)Adjust the pressure of safe valve and over loading valve of first five join direction valve.

1) 25MPa pressure gauge is connected to the pressure tap on the quintuplet selection valve.

2）Loosen the safety valve and all overload valves of quintuplet selection valve;

3）Block the oil pipe of left walking motor. Start the left walking motor. Adjust the safety valve of the
quintuplet selection valve (two) to 24MPa before locking;

4) The bucket cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of the
bucket cylinder to 21MPa-22Mpa before locking;

5) The big arm cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of the
big arm cylinder to 16MPa before locking;

6) The small arm cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of
the small arm cylinder to 18MPa before locking;

7）Restart the conveyor to reverse. Adjust the overload valve of the other overloading valve to 16MPa

before locking;

8) The slew cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of the
slew cylinder to 18MPa before locking;

9) Connect the oil pipe of left walking motor;
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10) Stop the left crawler (or remove the plug to connect the oil pipe), remove the pressure gauge, and
cover the joint.

(4)Adjust the pressure of safety valve and overload valve on the second quintuplet selection valve
(two):

1) 25MPa pressure gauge is connected to the pressure tap on the quintuplet selection valve.

2）Loosen overload the safety valve of quintuplet selection valve and all overload valves(right traveling,

big arm, small arm, bucket, and rotating);

3）Block the oil pipe of right walking crawler( or stop the oil pipe with oil plug).

4）Start the right crawler to move forward, take turns to lock the safety valve of two overloading valve
and five join selection valve. Adjust the safety valve of five join selection valve to 24Mpa befoe
locking.

5）Start the right crawler to move forward, adjust the overload valve which effects the pressure to
21-22MPa before lock.

6) Start the right crawler to move backward, adjust the other overloading valve to 21-22Mpa.

7) The big arm cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of the big
arm cylinder to 21-22MPa before locking;

8) The big arm cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the other overload valve of the big
arm cylinder to 21-22MPa before locking;

9) The small arm cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of the
small arm cylinder to 21-22MPa before locking;

10) The small arm cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the other to 21-22MPa.

11) The bucket cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the pressure of overload valve of the
bucket, adjust the overload valve which has effect on the pressure to 21-22MPa before locking; loose the other
one.

12) The bucket cylinder is stretched to the limit position. Adjust the other to 21-22MPa before locking

13) The rotating cylinder is stretched to the limit position on the left. Adjust the pressure of the other
overload valve of the rotating cylinder to 16MPa before locking; loose the other.

14) The rotating cylinder is stretched to the limit position on the right. Adjust the pressure of overload
valve of the slew cylinder to 16MPa before locking; loose the other.

15)Start the right crawler to forward, adjust the safety valve of five join selection valve to 18Mpa.

16) Release the right crawler ( or stop the oil pipe with oil plug), remove the pressure gauge, cover the
joint.

Note: During pressure regulating, the control handle cannot be loosened to keep the oil passage
from the overload valve.

2. Adjust the looseness and tightness of the scraper chain.
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If the scraper chain is too loose, the reversing is easy to break the chain or the screw of the scraper when you

remove a locking fault of the scraper chain. If the scraper chain is too tight, the chain will be wear and tear

faster and the power will be consumed more. The correct drooping quantity is 10~20 mm. When adjust the

scraper chain, loose the adjusting nut on an adjusting bolt. Carefully, it is a basic sameness to the adjusting

measure in the two sides. Tighten the adjusting nut after the drooping quantity arrive at 10~20 mm. If the

adjusting quantity is not enough, you can remove two joints of the train.

3.Adjust the looseness and tightness of the crawler.

If the crawler is too loose, the chain is easy to take off. If the crawler is too tight, the chain joints will be wear

and tear faster and the power will be consumed more. The method of tightening the crawler is: take out the

pipe connector and throw in the lubricating grease, containing lithium, by a butter gun from the hole of the

tightening cylinder. The method of loosing the crawler is: remove the single valve and give out the lubricating

grease.

Section 3 Maintenance

Machine preparation and inspection

General

This section provides the necessary information needed by those personnel who are responsible to place the

machine in operation readiness and maintain its safe operating condition. For maximum service life and safe

operation, ensure that all the necessary inspections and maintenance have been completed before placing the

machine into service. The periodic machine inspection and maintenance recommended can make the machine

in good condition, can avoid parts damaging before their time and unnecessary fault happening, can extend the

machine use-life and can enhance economy benefit of consumers .

Pre-start inspection

It is User’s or Operator’s primary responsibility to perform a Pre-start Inspection of the machine prior to use

daily or at each change of operator. The content is as follows.

1）Should often check the oil height. If the face of the oil is lower than the lower limit of the oil sign, must

complement hydraulic oil in time.

2）If find out that the crawler or scraping plate chain is too loosing, should adjust them in time.

3）Should clean the hardness things in the chain trail joints in time and avoid damaging the crawler.
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Frequent inspection

The Frequent Inspection shall be performed by a qualified FACTORY equipment mechanic. Factory

recognizes a qualified FACTORY equipment mechanic as a person who, by possession of a recognized degree,

certificate, extensive knowledge, training, or experience, has been successfully demonstrated to possess the

ability of servicing, repairing, and maintaining the product model. The Frequent Inspection must consider over

environment, severity and frequency of usage requires. The content is as follows.

1）Should often check and tighten all the bolts, screws and nuts in the machine. It is important to tighten the

connecting bolts of the crawler plate and the bolts of three hydraulic motors（ two walking motors and one

transportation groove rotation motor）and all the pins which prevent to turn.

2）Should often check all the connections of the hydraulic parts and pipelines and avoid leakage. You must

replace the seals damaged and the high pressure tubes which damaged worse in time.

3）Should often check the oil temperature . If the oil temperature is too high, should pause using, check out

reasons and eliminate troubles in time.

Periodic inspection

The Periodic Inspection shall be advised to perform by a qualified mechanic. Factory recognizes a qualified

mechanic as a person who has enough ability to service, repair and maintain the product model.

1）Check and adjust correctly the system pressure of every the oil route periodically（Once a month）or when

feel that the machine work without force.

2）The hydraulic oil will be replaced firstly after 100 work hours; for the second time after 600 work hours; for

the other times after every 600 work hours. But the oil must be replaced one time at least every year. Hydraulic

filter must be cleaned and replaced. Meantime, clean the oil box.

3）Using the machine after a half year continuously, should check brace wheel, pilot wheel, chain wheel, chain

rail node, crawler plate. If they wear and tear much and affect the use, should replace them in time.

Maintenance

Day-to-day maintenance（every day or once a shift）

The daily maintenance is lubricating and tightening.

1）The most important single item in preserving the long service life of a machine is to keep dirt and foreign

materials out of the vital components. Wash the crawler in time.

2）Inspect whether there is any loosening of the fasteners and tighten them.

3）Inspect the machine walking.
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4）Inspect whether there is enough oil or leakage and renew in time.

Danger：if you need inspect leakage condition in the hydraulic pipelines, you can not do

the maintenance job until declining the work device to ground, turning off the electric

motor and releasing the pressure in the system.

5）Inspect electronic control box and electric lines whether abnormal and breakage.

6）Inspect turning device whether agility.

7） Inspect all the oil cylinders whether they are free to extend and contract and whether they have nicks.

Inspect all the hoses and connectors whether they have leakage phenomena. If these problems lie, find out

reasons and remove them.

8）Inspect all the pins and shafts whether free. Add lubricating oil in all grease cups, pins and shafts. The main

pins and shafts show in the picture 3-1.

9）After working end one day, should necessarily check, clean and service the whole crawler assembly.

Warning: if there are rocks, woods, iron threads, don’t start–up the machine. If the machine

operated forcedly, these sundries will result in it breaking seriously. If the machine freezes,

you must heat up the crawler plates or the ground to operate the machine walking freely. In the cold

season, don’t let the machine outdoors to avoid freezing it.

One grade maintenance（once a week）

The main contents of one grade maintenance is adjusting.

1）Complete all the contents of day-to-day maintenance.

2）Check and adjust the tightness of the scraper chain.

3）Check all opening pin, flexible ring, oil cups, elastic pin in all the pins and shafts locations.

4）Check the free trip of the foot valves and manual pilot valve. Go on the necessary regulations.

5）Except the crawler plates are replaced because wear and tear, the crawler need not be maintained. It can

extend the crawlers using life that the sealing parts are much wearable in chain wheel, supporting wheels and a

guide wheel. But because of the crawler’s wear, the tension degree of the crawler must be checked.

6）a dedicated joint, which can connect the grease guns and cylinders, is connected to the grease gun. Inject the

butter into the tension cylinders till the normal tension level.

If the crawlers need be loosened, Should be carefully loosened butter mouth from the anti-clockwise to let

tension cylinders release lubricating grease.

Danger: when adjust crawlers tension degree, forbid making head close with overhauling

orifice. Because the lubricating oil in the cylinders may spurt out under high pressure, you

may be wound.
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7）Check the tightening bolts in the crawler plates once a week. If they are loosened, you must tighten them.

8）Often check the connecting bolts between the walking motor and the lower rack, between the walking motor

and the driving wheels. Insure them no looseness.

9）should necessarily check, clean and service the whole crawler assembly in time.

Two grade maintenance（once a month）

It is mainly inspecting the hydraulic and electric system.

1）Complete all contents of one grade maintenance.

2）when replace the hydraulic oil first in the new machine, must clean completely the oil box and the hydraulic

pipelines. When replace the hydraulic oil, decide whether to replace filter or oil by checking the

contaminative degree of hydraulic oil. Clean the filter core and radiator.

Danger: prohibit coming into direct contact with high-temperature hydraulic oil and

connected components.

3）Check the cylinders and replace the wearing sealing parts.

4）Check the contactor pull-in in the electronic control box and the contacting condition of insurance.

Three grade maintenance（once half a year）

The grade maintenance can clear up hidden troubles and maintain all-around.

1）Complete all contents of one and two grade maintenance.

2）Rinse, lubricate all the transmission shaft.

3）Check and clean up hydraulic pumps.

4）Rinse direction valves, oil box, oil pipes etc.

5）Check all the rotational parts. If these problems lie, replace bush, pin and shaft in time.

6）Clear electronic control box, check the insulation of the line, replace all the defective components

Maintenance guidelines

Safety and technique

Your safety, and that of others, is the first consideration when engaging in the maintenance of equipment.

Always be conscious of the weight of the parts, which may be dismantled. Never attempt to move heavy parts

without the aid of a mechanical device. Do not allow heavy objects to rest in an unstable position. When

raising a portion of the equipment, ensure that adequate support is provided. Non-staff and equipment can not

be around to avoid an accident.

Rinsing
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1）The most important single item in preserving the long service life of a machine is to keep dirt and foreign

materials out of the vital components. Every day after loading, the machine should be cleaned. The best

method is to put a little waste lubricating oil into the crawler and the scraper chain, which can significantly

extend the service life of crawler and chain.

2）At any time when air or oil lines are disconnected, clear adjacent areas as well as the openings and fittings

themselves. As soon as a line or component is disconnected, must prevent any foreign matter to entry.

3）Clean and inspect all parts during servicing or maintenance, and assure that all passages and openings are

unobstructed. Cover all parts to keep them clean. Be sure all parts are clean before they are installed. New

parts should remain in their containers until they are ready to be used.

Components removal and installation

1）Use adjustable lifting devices, whenever possible, if mechanical assistance is required. All slings (chains,

cables, etc.) should be parallel to each other and as near perpendicular as possible to top of part being lifted.

2）Should it be necessary to remove a component on an angle（namely the angle between the supporting

structure and the component becomes less than 90°）, keep in mind that the capacity of an eye bolt or similar

bracket lessens.

3）If a part resists removal, check to see whether all nuts, bolts, cables, brackets, wiring etc have been removed

and sure that no adjacent parts are interfering.

4）When disassembling or reassembling a component, complete the procedural steps in sequence. Do not

partially disassemble or assemble one part, then start on another.

Always recheck your work to assure that nothing has been overlooked. Do not make any adjustments without

obtaining proper approval.

Lubrication

When assembly some parts which have relative moving, we must use lubrication on these parts, for example:

all kinds of rotating shaft, guide wheels and chain wheel etc. Add the lubricating grease to work parts once a

day and other parts once a week.

Bucket

Replace the abrasion teeth in time and avoid damaging the bucket tooth seat. Use gas to ablate the damaged

bucket tooth seat. Weld a new bucket tooth seat by 506 or 507 welding rod after rubdown.

Storage technology

1．Please do a three pre-storage maintenance well to the multi-purpose excavator in a good state.

2．Top up the hydraulic oil and lubricants.

3．Coat rust-proof oil or grease to the positions where it is easy to rust.
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4．Prevent the crawler loader bucket dug to be covered by water when stored.

5．When a new machine is not sold or not used by the users, please put it indoors to avoid a prolonged

exposure in sun and rain. If put a new machine outdoors, you must use a plastic sheeting to cover it well.

6．When re-use after Storage, must remove any grease in the hydraulic cylinder piston rod and re-inject new

grease to the every position.

Maintenance of the hydraulic System

Normal replacement cycle of hydraulic oil (No.46 Anti-wear)

Oil must be replaced after 100 work hours or one month for the first time.

Oil must be replaced after 600 work hours or six months for the second time.

Oil must be replaced after 600 work hours or six months for the following every time.

Under no matter what conditions, oil should be replaced at least once a year.

warning：if don’t replace hydraulic oil on schedule, user will be with responsibility for

the result. Our company will not take on the service charge.

Maintenance of multi-way Valve

Its use explanation and caution proceedings:

1．Must check the nominal pressure, nominal flow and slide-valve function of the valve whether fulfilling the

system requirements before using the multi-way valve.

2．Do not impact and damage to the exposed part of slide-valve when the conveying, installation and storage.

Paint is not allowed where there is movement.

3．Install the plates and brackets evenly and screw down the mounting screws evenly. The valve body can not

be distorted.

4．When install the manipulate institution out of the valve, should ensure the slide valve have a flexible action

and have no any stuck and lag phenomenon

5．When some parts are installed on the mechanism with a severe vibration, measures should be taken to

decrease any vibration.

6．If must weld from the vicinity of the valve, should avoid the welding slag splashing to damage the exposed

parts of any O-rings, rings and dustproof loops.

7．The work oil should be clean and oil filter accuracy should be not greater than 10um. Meantime the control

temperature range should be in -20 ℃ ~ 80 ℃.

8．Connect right all the entering oil port and the returning oil port. Do not make the high-pressure oil into the

returning oil port to avoid damaging the valve body. If the system pipeline is too small, the system will be

heated.

Maintenance of the high-pressure pump

Its use explanation and caution proceedings:

1.Stringent prescript: must add oil and exhaust air to make pump inhale oil conveniently before beginning to
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starting the pump. You should release a pipe connector in the pressure pipeline to make the pressure of

hydraulic oil outflow until no air bubbles appear.

The entering oil port and the returning oil port must be right and the pump rotation direction can

not wrong.

2.After install the pump, should not be less than 10 minutes to operate without load and should be a short-term

operation with load. Checking the pump work, there should be no leakage, the impact of voice, excessive heat

and noise and so on.

3．If the entering oil port and the returning oil port have leakage, should check the ports whether even and the

O-rings whether all right.

Hydraulic motor repair and maintenance

Its use explanation and caution proceedings:

1．The characteristics of self-controlled hydraulic motor

1）No special control oil route controls the opening and stopping of mechanical braking. When the hydraulic

motor oil pressure into the open mouth is higher than the brake opening pressure, the mechanical brake will

open automatically. When the hydraulic motor oil pressure into the open mouth is lower than the brake

opening pressure, the mechanical brake will close automatically.

2）The brake opening pressure is adjustable in 18% to 25% range of the hydraulic motor’s rated pressure. The

braking torque will be changed accordingly. The specific requirements can be indicated in the order contract.

3）The difference of dynamic and static braking torque is less than 10%.

2．Cleanliness degree of the pipeline connected to the motor

Under the normal circumstances, the pipes and tie-ins connected to the motor should be pickling. The pipeline

should be cleaned with pressure before the pipelines are connected to the motor. The specific methods are the

following.

1）First connecting the entering and returning pipelines of the motor.（No connecting the motor and direct

connecting）

2）Start pump and valve to make hydraulic oil in the pipe self-cycle 10 ~ 15 minutes.（Should try both in the

positive and opposite directions）The purpose is making the residual impurities in the valve and pipelines into

the oil back directly. Then precipitate the oil, last clean fuel tank to ensure the oil cleanliness.

3）Connect the hydraulic motor.

3．The adjustment of the hydraulic motor speed

Hydraulic motor first comes away the work institutions and is started without load before the operational work.

Then adjust gradually from low to high-speed. At the same time, should check temperature rising of the shell

and noise whether normal. After the move without load to a normal, stop the machine and connect the

hydraulic motor to the work institutions. Once again start the hydraulic motor from low-speed to high-speed

movement with load.

4．Use and maintenance

1）The hydraulic oil in the hydraulic system should be selected according to speed, working pressure and
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temperature. Under normal circumstances, No. 46 anti-wear hydraulic oil is proposed to select.（or the similar

oil）When the work speed is lower and the oil temperature is upper, the higher viscosity oil should be selected.

When the work speed is faster and the oil temperature is lower, the lower viscosity oil should be selected.

2）If the hydraulic motor system is assembled newly, the working oil should be replaced first after 2 months or

3 months of the operation. Every one to two years after the first adding oil, the oil should be changed once.

The data mainly depend on conditions and environment of use.

3）Hydraulic motor system may not inhale air, or hydraulic motor operation will not be smooth, noise and

vibration will occur.

5．Dismantling and assembly

1）When hydraulic motor is dismantled, the first the outer ring fastening bolt is wrested down, then a screw is

screwed into the opening cover screw hole in the front and rear screw cover, and the front and rear cover can

be demolished. At the same time can separate the oil-axis from the rotor body.

Notice: do not damage the oil-axis.

If you want to dismantle the oil-axis from the rear cover, only wrest down the bolts.

2）All parts and wipe should be cleaned by diesel and Coated with clean oil.

3）The dirty parts are not allowed to use for assembly. Some defects, such as injuries, depression and burr etc,

does not allow to appear in the rotor body, the oil shaft, piston, the friction surface of the steel ball and seal

slot.

4）Generally all the seals shall be replaced and coated with clean oil when they are assembled. Meantime there

is no any damage in the work surface.

Caution proceedings in the hydraulic system

1）Maintain the system clean. If evidences show that metal and rubber particles exist in the hydraulic system,

must clean the hydraulic system entirely.

2）Remove and install the machine parts on the clean work table. Clean all the metal parts with the cleaning

solution that is not easy to burn. Lubricate all the parts to help install.

3）The tolerances between the design and the manufacture of the work components is very close, so the

smallest pollution or external particles into the system may lead to the components wear and tear and result in

incorrect operation. Each of the preventive measures must ensure the hydraulic oil clean including the storage

of oil in the tank. Hydraulic system filters should be inspected and cleaned. It should be replaced when

necessary. The metal particles in filters should often be inspected too.

4）The oil with gloomy color that may contain high moisture will lead to organic growth and result in oxidation

or corrosion. If such conditions rise, the system must be drained, washed and re-filled.

5）Hydraulic oil of mixed types is not desirable, because they do not have the same additives or the equivalent

viscosity. Good grading oil, whose viscosity is fit for the ambient temperature surrounding, is proposed to use.

The use of hydraulic oil

Use the hydraulic oil recommended by the company. Under normal circumstances, No. 46 anti-wear hydraulic
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oil is proposed to select. The following hydraulic oil types are proposed to select in the winter.

hydraulic oil types

ambient temperature

synthesis hydrocarbon-based

hydraulic oil（L-HS）

mineral oil-based hydraulic oil

（L-HV）

≥-30℃ L-HS22 ——

≥-24℃ L-HS32 L-HV22

≥-18℃ L-HS46 L-HV32

≥-12℃ —— L-HV46

If you are the first time to add oil, at the same time you must operate the machine so that oil can enter into hose,

cylinder, pump, motor etc. Finally must add oil to the middle position of the oil sign.

Notice: oil temperature in the oil box should be controlled in  55~25 .

Maintenance of The IKY series transmission
Instructions

(1)Before the first use, the hydraulic motor should be filled with clean hydraulic oil consistent with the

brand special for the hydraulic system from the oil drain. The pressure inside the hydraulic motor

housing shall be no more than 0.1MPa.

(2)The working liquid is recommended to use the high-quality, anti-foam, anti-oxidation and high-pressure

additive mineral-based hydraulic oil. The ideal working oil temperature should be 30℃ - 50℃, with the

allowable temperature of -20℃ - 80℃, and the hydraulic oil viscosity should be 40-60 centistokes, with

the allowable viscosity of 5-3000 centistokes.

(3)The walking mechanism should be started in the no-load conditions, and then gradually gained to its

working speed. The no-load running should be no less than 20 minutes, with the pressure gradually

gained to the working pressure for 1 to 2 hours’ running to observe whether the walking mechanism is

functioning properly or not.

(4)The balancing valve should have its actuating pressure 0.2 ~ 0.4MPa higher than that of the brake.

(5)Our company has already tuned the balance valve and pressure relief valve (when configured) before the

walking mechanisms are delivered, so users generally need no adjustment. If special circumstances

require adjustment by professionals, turn the adjusting screw of the balance valve outwards to increase
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the actuating pressure, or otherwise to let the pressure dropping. The relief valve shall be adjusted

opposite to balance valves.

Maintenance

(1) If any abnormal pressure increase is found in the system when working, immediate stop shall be

necessary for troubleshooting. Check whether the hydraulic motor is normal in oil leakage, under normal

circumstances, when our company’s hydraulic motor is working under load, the oil drain shall have its

oil leakage less than 1 liter per minute, and a larger amount of oil leakage then indicates that the

hydraulic motor shall be repaired or replaced due to damages, but if the hydraulic motor is in a good

condition, other parts should be checked.

(2) In the process of running, regular checks should be made of the transmission and system working

conditions, and if any abnormal warming, leakage, vibration, noise or pressure pulsation is detected,

immediate stop shall be necessary for timely troubleshooting.

(3) Regular attention should be paid to the cylinder liquid level and status. If a large number of bubbles are

found, immediate stop shall be necessary to check whether there is any air leakage at the inlet of the

hydraulic system, whether the oil return inlet is below the oil level and whether the hydraulic oil is

emulsified due to incoming water.

(4) The hydraulic oil shall have its quality indicators regularly tested, and should be replaced if any

inconsistence with the prescribed value is found. Different types of hydraulic oil shall allow no mixed

use, or it will affect the operation performance of the hydraulic transmission. How frequently such oil is

replaced should depend on the operating conditions, or be subject to users’ own decision according to the

actual situation.

(5) The planetary gear box has been filled with 70 # gear oil (SY1172-80) by our company before delivered,

and users should periodically (every 1 to 2 years depending on the working conditions) replace the gear

oil.

(6) The filter use should be regularly checked to ensure regular cleaning or replacement.

(7) If the hydraulic walking mechanism fails, appropriate repair should be made by professionals. Note that

when mounted, the precision parts shall allow no knock or bump possible to result in any damage, and

especially the moving and sealing surfaces of the parts should be well protected. Removed parts should

be put into a clean container, with mutual collision free. Before mounted, all parts should be cleaned and

dried, and cotton yarn or cloth shall not be used to wipe the hydraulic parts. A small amount of filtered

lubricating oil should be applied between matching components, the removed parts should be carefully
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checked and repaired, the damaged or excessively worn parts should be replaced, and in principle, all

seals should be replaced.

(8) If user’s dismantling is not available, please contact our company. Unauthorized troubleshooting of

hydraulic transmission is not permitted.

Section 4 Safety Rules

The Crawler mucking Loader exists potential dangers. Ignoring the safety precautions may result in injury or

personal injury to others. Thus, we should carefully read the manual before operation. Operators should be

familiar with the safety requirements and the relevant precautions on the risk situation.

Strict adherence to safety rules can not only ensure safe operation and protect the operator and others from

harm, but also prevent damage the machinery effectively.

In the manual, the content of“danger”, “warning”and“notice”denoted by bold type is very important and

pivotal. So should pay a particular attention to them.

The crawler mucking loader with digging bucket can be used to hold cinder, loading and unloading to dirt,

stone and other raw materials, loading trucks, conveyors and crushing stone machinery etc. When you operate

the machine, must comply with the use, testing and maintenance regulations in the specification.

Notice: the crawler excavator and loader can not be used to dig and can not be used to hit

bucket teeth, break material. Otherwise, they would speed up the teeth wear and damage.

Warning:

1） If it is used for other special purposes, should be equipped with special annexes, safety facilities and

protective equipments.

2）If The Crawler Excavator and Loader works in the environment that it is easy to be impacted by falling-off
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objects from high-altitude, the driver should inspect regularly solidity of the driving shelf.

3）Machinery is prohibited for transporting any personnel.

General security

Before the operator has a direct control over machine operation, inspection and maintenance, he should study

the content on application and maintenance firstly. It should be performed by the qualified operators with

safety general knowledge that the machine is operated, maintained and serviced. Meantime they must be

familiar with safety precautions.

All the trained staff should operate the machine under the guidance of experienced teachers. After they are

eligible operators, they can operate the machines independently.

The operator should be assessed regularly and frequently whether they comply with the relevant safety

requirements and procedures in the specification.

Wear all the protective clothing and personal safety devices issued to you or called for by job conditions. Do

not wear loose clothing or any accessory-flopping cuffs, dangling neckties and scarves, or rings and wrist

watches that are dangerous.

Remember to take the starting key before leaving the seat. Don’t climb up and down the machine with tools,

parts and components. Don’t look the handles as a handrail up or down the machine. Should make use assistant

tools up or down the machine.

Warning: don’t replace items critical to stability, such as electrical motors, hydraulic valves,

oil cylinders etc. You can not modify any parts, which have an influence to the solidity too.

If not otherwise stated, maintenance and repair of the machine notes the following:

1．The machine should be parked in the level of the hard road and the work device should be down to ground.

2．All the operation handles must be the neutral positions.

3． Switch off the control box switch and the master switch. The warning signs of work and prohibiting

reclosing are put up in master switch position.

4.Block the front and back of the crawler with something,to avoid unexpected movement of the machine.

5．Forbidden to adjust the pressure of the safe valve personally,to avoid the damage to the electric components

and the function of the whole machine.

Warning: only the machine parks safely and must be fixed and supported hard, you can
work under it.

Operator safety measure

In order to prevent injuries, before doing any operation, you must pay attention to the following matters.
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Operator understanding before working

For safe operation of this machine, you must be a trained,

qualified and authorized operator. To be qualified, you must

understand the written instructions supplied by the

manufacturer

An operator must not use drugs or alcohol which can change

his/her alertness or coordination before the use of machinery.

If you are subject to dizziness or seizures, or are bothered by

other diseases of sudden onset, you must not operate type of machinery.

Know all state and local rules which apply to your machine and jobsite. Before you start work at a new

location, check with your supervisor or safety coordinator. Ask about rules you may be expected to obey.

Attention to wear

You and other workers may need:

—Hard hats

—Safety shoes

—Safety glasses, goggles, or face shield

—Work gloves

—Others

Warning: don’t wear loose clothing or any

necklaces and earrings, dangling neckties.

Inspection equipment

Before your operation, you must check your machine to record and report on the inadequacy and defect of the

equipment. You can not operate the machines until all issues are resolved or corrected and the device is in good

shape. The main examination is as follows.

1． Check for damaged, missing or loose parts.

2． Check all the welding to see if there is danger.

3． Check the hydraulic system to see if there is leakage or

damage.

4． Inspect all the pin parts to see whether the facilities are

normal.

Leakage in the hydraulic system

manual

图 4-1

图 4-2

图 4-3
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Warning: hydraulic fluid under pressure can penetrate the skin or damage eyes and

cause serious injury, blindness or death.

Fluid leaks under pressure may not be visible. Use a piece of card board or wood to find leaks but do not use

bare hand.

Notice: wear a face shield or safety goggles for eye protection when looking for leakage.

If any fluid is injected into the skin, it must be surgically removed within a few hours by a doctor familiar with

this type of injury.

Other notes

1．The wire rope or chain hook, which is damaged or is improper to requirement, has been prohibited to hang

the heavy objects.

2．In the demolition and installation process, appropriate tools should be used and you must prohibit the direct

measurement of pore size by hand. Meantime must prohibit making holes and shafts alignment by hand or

finger.

3．Objects should not be placed near the radiator fan because the rotating fan can roll out objects in the vicinity.

That may harm machine, others or operator.

4．Avoid contacting with coolant components. At or near the operating temperature, the high temperature of the

cooling fluid and a certain high pressure may lead to a serious burns.

5．Only after cooling in the radiator, can contact. Check the height of the cooling liquid and slowly open the

radiator cap screw in order to release pressure.

6．Ban on direct hand moving and regulating the bucket location.

The Crawler mucking loader operation safety rules

1．Drivers should be familiar with the site, the road rules and safety signs.

2．Understand the changes of the weather conditions, tunnel lighting and the changes of ground.

3．Understand the situation of groundwater, electricity and trachea and be careful to work in these areas.

4． If there are high-tension line ventilation pipe near the building site, work device and high-voltage lines

should maintain a safe distance.

5．Must transport the machine from the dealer to the user workplace by haulage vehicle and comply with the

traffic rules on the road. Ensure to accord with the standards of driving in the region.

6．The head lamps should be open at night and poor vision.

7．Machines are not allowed to have other non-work-related personnel.

8．If found out issues, should timely report to the relevant staff and ensure the immediate solution.

javascript:void(0)
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9．First of all, check the safety of the surrounding region before the machine moved.

10．Before the beginning of work, inspect the system situation by the manual.

11．If electromotor still running, the driver can not be far from the machines. If you need leave, must shutdown

the machine and take away the key.

12．On the uneven or sloping ground, the excavator should be slow. And the bucket part should be held out in

order to prevent equipment sliding on the slope like a brake.

13．After the machine starting, must not operate the handles in the limit or overflow position for a long time.

Warning: when the machine at work, people must be prohibited to stand under the arm

and within the scope of gyration. If these factors result in an accident, the company will

not undertake any responsibility.

The mucking loader parking safety rules

1．Must choose the level and hard ground when parking the machine.

2．If the machine have to stop on the slope, should use the wedge-shaped wood to stabilize. In addition, the

bucket can be dug into the earth to ensure the safety.

3．Put the bucket to the ground without fail when parking the machine.

4．All manipulation handles must be at the median.

5．If the machine has not been a complete stop, don’t to leave the seat.

The Crawler mucking loader maintenance safety rules

1．Should always maintain a complete and clean machine.

2．Should always check and tighten all bolts, screws and nuts. Importantly focus on tightening the connection

bolts of the crawler plates and the fixed bolts between the three motors and all anti-roll pins.

3． Should always check all connections of the hydraulic components and pipes to eliminate leaks. It is

necessary to timely replace the damaged or broken seals and the more serious high-pressure hoses.

4．Should always check the surface height and temperature of oil. If oil face is lower than the down limit,

hydraulic oil should be added in time. If the oil temperature reaches 80 ℃ , the machine should be stopped

using. Check out the reasons and timely eliminate all the hidden dangers.

5．Regularly (once a month) or when the machine works without forces, check and correct the pressure in all

the oil routes of the hydraulic system.

6．Oil must be replaced after 100 work hours or one month for the first time. Oil must be replaced after 600

javascript:void(0)
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work hours or six months for the second time. Oil must be replaced after 600 work hours or six months for the

following every time. Under no matter what conditions, oil should be replaced at least once a year. Hydraulic

oil filter element should be replaced and cleaned at the same time, but also the tank should be clean.

7．Add grease to backhoe assembly once a day and to other parts once a week.

8．After continuous use beyond six months, should check the supporting wheels, guide wheels, chain wheels,

train rail nodes and crawler plates. If they are wear and tear seriously and influence the use, please replace

them in time.

9．When found the crawlers or the scraping plate chains is too loose, please tight and adjust them in time.

10．Should clear out all hard materials stuck into the train rail nodes in time to avoid damaging the crawlers.

11．Every day the machine should be cleaned after working. The best method is to add a little waste lubricating

oil into the crawlers and the scraping plate chains, which can greatly extend the life of crawlers and chains.

12．Replace the abrasion teeth in time and avoid damaging the bucket tooth seat. Use gas to ablate the

damaged bucket tooth seat. Weld a new bucket tooth seat by 506 or 507 welding rod after rubdown.

Testing new machine safety rules

Each machine in the factory has been though a rigorous adjustment and inspection. But the first 100 hours of

work, the machine must operate carefully to make all the parts achieve the best results, which can effectively

extend the life of the machine. If a machine to bear overweight load at the beginning, it will reduce the

potential performance and the working life will be shortened. Should pay particular attention to the following

matters:

1．Replace the oil according to the time interval stated in manual. Use lubricant, hydraulic oil and antifreeze oil

complying with the provisions.

2．After the start, let the electro motor idle 3-5 minutes so that there is sufficient time to warming before

working.

3．Avoid heavy and high-speed operation.

4．Avoid the rapid start-up or accelerating and avoid a urgent swerve as well as unnecessary etc.

5．In the first 100 hours, please notice the following:

a）Every day check lubricant oil, hydraulic oil.

b）Use the hydraulic oil by requirement.

c）Check lubrication points regularly and add grease to them every day.

d）Before operation, warm up the machine fully and check all the instruments and switches whether right.

e）Observe electrical box whether abnormal and check the electrical insurance whether loose.

f）If abnormal matters is found, you should immediately stop to check.
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g）Check the installation of all components whether solid.

h）Check all the accessories whether complete and damaging.

i）Check all the oil pipes whether loose.

j）Check all the connection parts of the crawler whether loose.

Notice: it is impossible for this manual to cover every hazardous situation you may encounter. But, your

knowledge of these safety and common sense will help build good judgment in all situations. Our object

is to help you develop good safety habits and make you a better Aerial Platform operator.

Section 5 Meeting Faults Often and Eliminating Methods

1．Common whole machine failure and excluding methods

Faults Likely reasons Resolve methods
Motor can’t be
started or work

normally.

1． Power lack a phase or the phase
order is wrong.
2． Voltage is scarce.

3．The contactor or electrical route has
faults.

1．Sure that the three phases are right and the
phase order is right.
2．Measure voltage and adjust it to the right
number.
3．Fix and replace contactor and remove the
faults in the route.

There is no any
action or the act is
slow and inability.

1．Motor reverses.

2．Contactor is wrong and pump can’t
work.
3．Pump is wrong.
4．Hydraulic system pressure is on the
low side.
5．Inhale air.

6．The oil face is too low.
7．The filter cores of the high or low
pressure are blocked.
8． There is air in cylinder.
9． Hydraulic is disqualification or
the viscosity is too high.

1． Correct the turning direction of the
motor.

2． Replace the joining-shaft instrument.

3． Repair or replace the pump.
4． Adjust the system pressure correctly.

5． Check the inhaling tube, replace the
seals and remove leak.
6． Add oil to the middle of the oil sign.
7． Clean or replace the filter cores of the
high or low pressure.
8． Loose the tube connector and exhaust air.
9． Replace the oil according to the needs.

Lock chains. 1． Rigid things lock scraping plate
chain or chain wheel.

2． The chain is too tight.

1. Turn the scraping plate chain fast
positively and reversely to remove the rigid
things. Clean the barriers by hands if it is
necessary.
2．Adjust the chain to looseness properly.

The walks and
turns of the

1． The pressure of the walk safe
valve or the over loading valve is too

1． Clean the walk safe valve or the over
loading valve or adjust them to the correct
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machine is inability
or the machine

can’t walk in linear
direction.

low.
2．The walk motor is wrong.
3．The walk decelerating box bearing
or gear is wrong.

pressure. If necessary, replace the valves.
2． Repair or replace the walk motor.
3．Check the walk decelerating box. Then
repair and replace the damaged parts.

leak 1． Connectors are looseness.
2． The seal parts are useless.
3．There is leak in the welding sews.

1． Tighten the connectors.
2． Replaces these seal parts.
3．Repair the welding sews.

2．Meeting faults often and eliminating methods about the work pump

Faults Likely reasons Resolve methods
The pump
can’t inhale
oil or the

pump inhale
oil too lack.

1． The oil face in the oil box is too low.
2． The oil viscosity is too high.
3． The oil pipe used inhaling oil is too thin
and long. Resistance is too big.
4． The oil pipe used to inhale oil is
damaged.
5． The seals are wrong.
6． The oil pipe or the filter core is blocked.
7． The turning direction of the pump is not
fit for the motor.
8． Inhale air from the seals.

1． Add oil to the ruling height.
2． Replace the oil with the fit viscosity.
3． Replace the oil pipe.

4． Replace the oil pipe.

5． Replace the seals.
6． Clean the filter core and remove the

blocks.
7． Change the rotary direction.
8, Replace the damaged seals.

The pressure
of the pump
can’t go up.

1． The too big clearance in shaft direction
leads to leak.
2． The seals are damaged.
3． The adjusting pressure is too low.
4． The turning direction of the pump is not
fit for the motor.
5． The rotary speed is too low.
6． The switch of the pressure is blocked.

1． Replace the side plate and clean the
blocking filths.
2． Replace the seals.
3． Renew to adjust the pressure.
4． Adjust the rotation to consistent direction.

5． Enhance the rotary speed.
6． Clean the pressure switch.

Bring noise. 1． Inhaling pipe or filter is blocked partly.
2． Air entire the inhaling pipe.
3． Oil viscosity is too high.
4． The running area of the inhaling oil filter
is too small.
5． The rotary speed of the pump is too high.
6． The rotary speed is too low.
7． The pump shaft and the motor shaft are

not at the concentric shaft.

1． Replace the side plate and clean the
blocking filths.

2． Replace the pipe.
3． Replace the oil
4． Renew to adjust the pressure.

5． Adjust the rotation to consistent direction.
6． Enhance the rotary speed.
7． Clean the pressure switch.

Heat
seriously.

1． The too big clearance in shaft direction or
the damaged seal leads to leak.

1． Check and repair.
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2． The seals and side plate are burned out,
because the adjusting pressure is too high and
the rotary speed is too quick.
3． The capacity of the oil box is too small
and the condition of dispersing heat is too
bad.

2．Work according to the job condition of the
rules and replace the damaged parts.
3．Increasing the capacity of the oil box.

Bring the
outside leak.

1． The oil viscosity is too low.
2． The seal in the export is bad.
3． The tightening bolts are too loose.
4． The seal is damaged.
5． The big seal between the pump body and
the pump cover is bad.

1． Replace the oil with the fit viscosity.
2． Check and clean the dirt and the burr.
3． Tighten the bolts.
4． Replace the seal.
5． Replace the seal.

3．Meeting faults often and eliminating methods about the walk and the transportation hydraulic motor
Fault Likely reasons Resolve methods

Motor can’t work
or the rotary
speed is too

small.

1． The load is too big and the pressure from
the pump is not enough.

2． The connector screw of releasing oil is too
long and the tip comes into contact with the rotor.
3． The shaft connected to motor is too long or
the shaft and the motor shaft are not concentric.

1． Increase the pressure of the safe
valve and the over load valve. Increase
the pressure supplied by pump.
2． Decrease the rotary length of the
leak connector.
3． Adjust the length of the connecting
shaft and the concentric tolerance of the
motor.

The impacting
sound.

1． The supplementary pressure is not enough.

2． There is air in the oil.

3． The pump supplies the oil spasmodically or
the direction changes frequently.
4． Hydraulic motor has the damaged parts.

1．Increase supplementary oil pressure by
adding a single direction valve or a
throttle in the returning route.
2 ． Check the oil route. Find out the
position of inhaling air and discharge the
air.
3．Check and remove the faults of the
pimp and the direction valve.
4．Repair the hydraulic motor.

The temperature
of the motor body
is not normal.

1． The temperature is too high.

2． The connector screw of releasing oil is too
long and the tip comes into contact with the rotor.
3． The shaft connected to motor is too long or
the shaft and the motor shaft are not concentric.

4． The motor efficiency is too low.

1 ． Check all the parts in the system.
Sure whether there are the abnormal
faults. If all the parts are right, should
enhance the cool effect of the oil.
2． Decrease the rotary length of the
leak connector.
3． Adjust the length of the connecting
shaft and the concentric tolerance of the
motor.
4． Repair or replace the motor.

The leak capacity
is big and the

motor rotation is
inability.

1． The piston ring of the motor is damaged.
2． The cooperating face is damaged between
the motor axis and the rotor body because the
impurity enters the cooperating face to lead to
ruin.

1． Replace the piston ring.
2． Repair and replace the damaged
parts and clean the tubes and the oil box.
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Motor has the
outside leak.

1． The seal is damaged.
2．The connector screw of releasing oil is too
long and the tip comes into contact with the rotor.
The shaft connected to motor is too long or the
shaft and the motor shaft are not concentric. The
up factors lead to the pressure in the motor body
too high and the seals bad.

1．Replace the seals.
2．Decrease the rotary length of the leak
connector. Adjust the length of the
connecting shaft and the concentric
tolerance of the motor. Then replace the
seals.

The pressure
meter has an

abnormal tremor
in the motor
intake.

1． There is air in the oil.

2．The motor has the abnormity.

1． Remove the factors which bring the
air into the oil until there is not air in the
returning position of the oil box.
2． Check and repair the hydraulic
motor.

4．Meeting faults often and eliminating methods about the hydraulic system

Fault Likely reasons Resolve methods

The system

pressure is

instability

1． There is air in the oil.

2．Multi-way valve wears.

3． Dirty hydraulic oil or fuel shortage.

1． Remove air.

2． Check and replace it.

3． Clean and replace the filter core. Add the

full oil.

The act of

arm, boom

and bucket is

slow or can

not be done.

1． The oil face in the oil box is too low.

2． The oil viscosity is too high.

3． The oil box filter core is blocked.

4． The oil pump inhales air.

5． The pump damage.

6． Relief valve malfunction.

7． The cylinder seals wear or are

damaged.

8．Multi-way valve wears.

1．Add hydraulic oil.

2．Replace the oil with the fit viscosity.

3．Clean and replace the filter core.

4．Check the inhaling pipeline and eliminate

leak.

5．Replace the pump.

6．Check or replace the valve.

7．Check or replace the cylinder seals.

8．Repair or replace the valve.

Arm falls

down

automatically

after lifting.

1． The cylinder seals are worn out or

damaged.

2． The hoses and the pipe joints leak or

the multi-way valve wears.

1． Check or replace the cylinder seals.

2． Disclose the reasons for leak and repair

or replace them.

Hydraulic

cylinder

crawls with

1．The oil face is too low or there is air in

the system.

2．Support sets of piston rings or cylinder

1．Add oil to the fit position or remove air.

2．Check and repair or replace.
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dithering seal damage and the body of cylinder is

wear and tear.

3．The piston rod curves. 3．Take apart the cylinder. Check and repair or

replace.

Multi-way

valve fails to

operate.

1．The temperature is too high.

2．System is dirty and stem was stuck.

3．Spring fails to reset.

1 ． Maintain the hydraulic system and the

radiator, cooling fan.

2．Replace oil and clean the system.

3．Replace spring.

5．Meeting faults often and eliminating methods about the high pressure gear pump

Fault Likely reasons Resolve methods

No oil goes out

but pump is still

running. At this

time must be a

cessation

immediately.

1．Rotating in opposite directions.

2．Pump does not run.

3．Inhaling pipe or filter is blocked.

4．The oil viscosity is too high.

5．The oil face is too low in the oil box.

6．Wear and tear of internal parts.

1．Correct the rotating direction.

2．Do not assemble key in shaft or coupling

looses.

3．Clean the blocking filths.

4．Replace the oil with the fit viscosity or heat

to the fit temperature.

5 ． Add oil to the oil pipes immerged

completely in the oil.

6．Replace or repair them.

Noise is big or

fluctuation of the

pressure is big.

1．Inhaling pipe or filter is blocked.

2．Pump does not run.

3．Oil filter capacity is shortage.

4．The oil viscosity is too high.

5．Entering Oil Flange Seal is poor and

air enters the pump.

6．Oil seal broken.

7．There is bladder in the pipeline.

1．Clean out the blocking filths.

2．Change the pipe layout or increase pipe

diameter pipeline.

3．Adopt a filter with bigger capacity, which is

two times than plying flux.

4．Replace the oil with the fit viscosity or heat

to the fit temperature.

5．Replace O-ring and tighten bolts.

6．Replace the seals.

7．Remove all bladders.
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8 ． The coupling brings sound. The

coaxality of the pump haft and motor is

bad.

9． the interior parts of the pump are

damaged or worn.

10 ． The bearings in the pump are

damaged or worn.

8．Adjust or repair the interior parts again.

9．Replace or repair the interior parts.

10．Replace the bearings.

6．Meeting faults often and eliminating methods about the multi-way valve

Fault Likely reasons Resolve methods

Slide-valve position

can not be back and

the orientation

location can not

control the

positions.

1．Reset spring deformation.

2．Orientation spring deformation.

3．Orientation cover wearing.

4．The valve body and slide-valve are

unclean.

5．The control mechanism has problems

outside the valve body.

6．The bolts are too tightly, so the valve

body gives birth to deformation.

1．Replace it.

2．Replace it

3．Replace it

4．Clean them.

5．Adjust the control mechanism.

6．Renew to tighten the connecting bolts.

The Outside

leakage

1．O-rings at both ends of valve body

damage.

2． O-rings in contact surface between

the valve bodies damage.

1．Replace the O-rings.

2．Replace the O-rings.

The pressure of the

relief valve is not

instability or can

not be adjusted up.

1．Adjusting spring deformation.

2．Valve wear and tear.

3．Locking nut is loose.

4．The damping hole in the main valve

core is plugged.

5．Pump is bad.

6．The valve core is stuck.

1．Replace the spring.

2．Replace the valve.

3．Tighten locking nut.

4．Clean the main valve core and make the

hole free.

5．Check and repair the pump.

6．Clean the valve core.

When the 1．The clearance between the body and 1．Repair or replace the slide-valve.
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slide-valve in the

neutral position, the

work mechanism

sinks obviously.

the slide-valve was augmented due to

wear and tear.

2．The slide-valve position does not lie

to the middle.

3．The tapered valve wore or was struck

by dirt.

4．The O-steel-ball in the slide-valve

and the ball seat edge contact badness.

2 ． Make the slide-valve to the middle

position.

3．Replace the valve or clean out filths.

4．Replace the steel ball or repair the edge.

7.Meeting faults often and eliminating methods about the crawler

Faults Cause Analysis Troubleshooting

Transmission

fails

1. There is no pressure oil or the

pressure does not meet the

requirements

2. The double-headed spline is broken

3. The valve plate is stuck

1 Check the oil supply system

2 Check and replace damaged parts

3 Dismantle for troubleshooting

The walking

mechanism features

insufficient force or

slow speed.

1. The oil pump outlet has too low

pressure

2. There is insufficient oil

3. The motor has large oil leakage

1. Check the relief valve and the oil pump,

and take appropriate measures

2. Identify the reasons why the oil pump

has insufficient oil supply

3 Repair the motor

Transmission

crawling

1. The hydraulic system has no stable

oil supply

2. The leakage is unstable

1. Check the system;

2. Check the leakage and repair the motor.

Large amount of

motor leakage

1. The piston ring is worn

2. The valve sealing is damaged

3. Damages happen where the piston is

matched to the bearing sleeve

4. The tilt cylinder is damaged

1. Replace the piston ring

2. Replace the seals

3. Dismantle to replace parts

4. Overhaul the tilt cylinder

Leakage at the

contact surface

and seals

1. The bolts are not evenly tightened

2. Relevant O-rings and oil seals are

aging or damaged

3. The housing has high pressure

4. The motor has been damaged, with

larger leakage inside

1. Re-tighten after inspection

2. Replace the seals

3. Check whether the system oil way meets

the specification requirements or not

4. Repair the motor

Abnormal 1. The pump inlet filter is blocked 1. Clean the filter screen and core
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noise 2. There is air inside

3. The oil is contaminated with air

bubbles mixed

4. Some parts are damaged

5. External vibration

2. Check the sealing of the position with air

leaking

3. Replace the oil

4. Dismantle and replace parts

5. Take anti-vibration measures

Section 6 After-sales Service Ordinance

The technical guidance services of the use and the maintenance

1．When the products are delivered to consumer, our company maintenance personnel must be compete a

comprehensive inspection. They must test and verify all the articles with the machine, such as the manual, the

product certification and the user information card one by one and handle the hand-over procedures well. They

must explain carefully use, maintenance and notes of the products.

2． After we sell the products, in the warranty period, our company maintenance personnel will do the

company's services from time to time by telephone or visit. To understand the use and maintenance of the

products, they will provide the technical and advisory services at the scene.

The rules of warranty service

1． In the warranty period, please users use and maintain rightly in accordance with the "Manual". If the

questions in the design, manufacture, debugging, assembly and quality of materials cause the damage of parts

or various types of fault and make the machine work improperly, the warranty service will be provide. In the

warranty period, please users provide with convenience and cooperation.

2．The main principle of the warranty service is to repair. The replacement parts are identified by our customer

service department. When the quality questions and no value for repair are conformed, the parts can be

replaced. The old pieces replaced must be returned to Jiangxi Siton. Our company will deal with them.

3．The product warranty period is three months from the date of shipment.

4．In the warranty period, the customer service department judges the major faults. If they result in that the

products can not resume the main technical performances, the machines can be replaced according to the

user‘s demand. But the user need pay the machine wear and tear costs and transportation costs to and from
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their own.

5．The warranty period and warranty details of motors，pumps, valves and other major parts will comply

with the provisions of supporting manufacturers.

The scope of non-warranty service

1．The failures are caused by maintenance because the manual rules aren’t observed, the conditions of use are

beyond the scope regulated by manual, the machines’ job is overloaded. The bucket teeth and other parts are

caused damage because the bucket or the bucket teeth are applied to crack ores. The failures are caused by

changing the structural design solely.

2．Unauthorized users improve system pressure to induce failure.

3．Accessories which are not recognized by the company result in failure.

4．After a failure, the disposal without my company consent leads to that no method appraises the technical

reasons of the malfunction.

5．After a failure, the losses arise because the machine is used continuously. The losses are indirect and the

losses are caused by majeure.

6．The failure was caused because the operator wasn’t trained or didn’t operate the machine according to the

rules.

7．The damage of the following wearing parts: electrical components, circuit wires, instruments, rubber parts,

seals, filters, bolts, sleeves, bearings, springs, rods etc.

8．In the warranty period, the failure was caused because of the error of the use and the maintenance or because

of product more than the warranty period. If the users’ maintenance is difficult, we will try our best to do good

service to assist the user for processing in accordance with the provisions of paid services.

9．Protection products in the process of use, lifting, transportation or storage stops the damages from the

adverse climatic condition or other conditions.

10.The user repair or replace spare parts without supplier permission,which may destroy the factor of failure

and the supplier can not identify.

11.The timer seal is destroyed after the machine arrive in place of delivery.

The agreement about the technology of quality service

The ZWY-100/45L mucking loader has been checked and tested strictly before the company sends the goods.

It can ensure that the whole equipment is a new machine and good quality and that the requirements of

specifications and technical can accord with the contract. It can ensure that the machine is in accordance with
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the product's industry and sale enterprise standards too.

The quality warranty period is three months from the date of delivery in the designated location or 600 work

hours of using the whole equipment. Both are the same effect.

The explanation of the scope of the quality guarantee period

The supplier must offer method of treatment and repairing within 8 hours from when users present the failure

problem.If it is the design defect which result in the damage of the spare parts,the user should offer the model

of the machine,factory code and engine code ,any pictures showing the failure or time of use for supplier's

reference.The supplier will send treatment method within 24 hours by e-mail or fax.The supplier offer new

spare parts which is free of charge and deliver the spare parts to the user as soon as possible.

Training personnel to operate the machinery

1．The seller can commend skilled personnel to operate machinery and to overhaul and maintain the machine

for the buyer. But monthly wages should be yuan. Meantime the buyer need cost the fees about eating,

dwelling, come-and-go etc. According to the actual situation, the labor agreement is signed.

2．Seller may send personnel to the scene for a 7-15 days short-term training to the person of buyer. The buyer

need cost the fees about eating, dwelling, come-and-go and wage etc.

3．The two forms can be chosen by the buyer discretionarily.

Specific content of training

1．The basic structure of machine, performance and maintenance, inspection methods；

2．Principle and use of electrical system；

3．Principle and use of hydraulic system；

4．the diagnosis method of basic fault of various parts.

Service after warranty

1．After the warranty period, if the buyer requires service, the service personnel will be paid for technical

services for equipment maintenance and repair service primarily.

2．According to the requirements of the buyer about maintenance, technique and operation, the seller will

provide the paid service on training.

Other matters

Related personnel of the buyer must operate the whole operation in according to the manual. Operation, use,

routine maintenance should be completed under the guidance of the manual.
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Conveyor
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Hydraulic System

Remarks: The pressure of each overloading valve, safety valve please check the way of regulation in section two point three.
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Electric system

hydraulic system symbol function

S/NO

.
symbol 名称/功能 Name/ Function Model QTY

1 D1

井下煤矿用防爆电动

机 45kw

Explosion proof electric

motor 45KW for coal

mining

YBK2-225M-4B35 1

（或）Y2-225M-4B35

45kw
Y2-225M-4B35 1

2 P1 双联变量柱塞泵
Double variable piston

pump

1

3 P2 双联齿轮泵 Double gear pump
CBTDEL/FB-C420/C410

-TT

1

4 A1 液压空气滤清器 Hydraulic Air filter EF5-65 1

5 T1 液位液温计 Liquid level meter YWZ-150T 1

6 L1 磁性吸油滤油器

Magnetic oil absorbing

filter
TF400×100F

1

7 a1~a3 测压接点 Pressure contact 3

8 L2 磁性回油滤油器 Magnetic oil return filter FRB-400×10 1

9 S 油冷却器总成 Oil cooler assembly B6406 1

10 G1 挖斗油缸 Bucket cylinder LWLX-120.7.8A.00 1

11 G2 小臂油缸 Small arm cylinder LWLX-120.7.9C.00 1

12 G3 大臂油缸 Big arm cylinder LWLX-120.7.10A.00 1

13
XF1、

XF2
左、右手动先导阀

Left, right Manual pilot

valve

2

14 G4 回转油缸 Rotary cylinder LWLX-120.7A.11.00 1

15 M3 输送液压马达 Conveying hydraulic 1QJM32-1.25 2
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motor

16
TXF1、

TXF2
左、右踏板式先导阀

Left, right Pedal pilot

valves

2

17 G6 抬槽油缸 Conveyor lifting cylinder LWLX-120.4.3.00 1

18 F1
液控多路换向阀（五

联）

Hydraulic multi-way

selection valve(five join)

1

19 F2 多路换向阀（四联）

Hydraulic multi-way

selection valve(four join)

1

20
M1、

M2
行走马达 Traveling motor

2
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JZ JZ
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Electrical system symbol function table

序

号
符号 名称/功能 Name/Function Model

QTY

1 QF 自动空气开关 Automatic air switch DZ20Y-225/3300-150A 1

2 FR1 热继电器 Thermal relay JR16B-125/3D 75A-100A 1

3 FR2 热继电器 Thermal relay JR36-20/4A 1

4
KM1、

KM2
交流接触器 AC contactor CJ20-150A/220V 2

5 KM3 交流接触器 AC contactor CJ20-100A/220V 1

6 X 接线座 Terminal block JF5-2.5/5 2

7 T1 隔离控制变压器
Isolation control

transformer

1

8 QF1 空气断路器 Air circuit breaker C32N D3/3P 1

9 QF2 空气断路器 Air circuit breaker C32N D10/3P 1

10 QF3 空气断路器 Air circuit breaker C32N D6/1P 1

11 QF4 空气断路器 Air circuit breaker C32N D10/1P 1

12 QF5 空气断路器 Air circuit breaker C32N D16/2P 1

13 SY 钥匙开关 Key switch LAY7-20Y/2 1

14 SB1
带灯按钮开关

(红)

The button with light

(Red)
LAY7-02BN/R

1

15 SA1
带灯按钮开关

(绿)

The button with light

(Green)
LAY7-02BN/R

1

16 SD1 主令开关 Master switch LS2-3 1

17 QD 整流桥堆 Rectifier bridge heap KBPC3510-35A/100V 1

18 H6
声光报警指示灯

（黄）

Sound and light alarm

indicator (yellow)
AD16-22SM/Γ

1

19 H7、H8 指示灯（红、黄） Indicator (red, yellow) AD16-22D/S 2

20 SL 按钮开关 Power switch button LAY7-02BN/R 1

21 SX 限位开关 Limit switch JLXK1-411 1

22 SJ 时间继电器 Time relay STP-220V (60s) 1

23 JZ 中间继电器 Intermediate relay JZ7/5A 1
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24 K 过压继电器 Overvoltage relay DEY-6 1

25 LB 喇叭 Horn DL135GB/24DC 1

26 H3
倒车导航灯（汽

车后雾灯）

Reversing navigation

lights
HW80-1 DC24V/6W

1

27 H4、H5 前后照明大灯
Front and rear lighting

headlights

2

28 DS1、DS2
吸、回油滤油器

发讯器
Suction, oil return device

2

Lubrication diagram
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Overall picture

Symbol introduction：

A—excavation height B—excavation distance C—excavation depth D—discharge distance

E—loading height

Parts introduction：

1—excavation part 2—crawler traveling assembly 3—driving cab 4-frame body

5-Electric motor shield 6—electric motor and oil pumps 7—protection box 8—starter

9—conveyor trought 10—oil tank 11—radiator 12-hydraulic system 13-protection board
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